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ABSTRACT 

By setting up DATA CENTER (DISASTER RECOVERY 

CENTER) in power grid enterprises, gradually changing 

deployment of information system from decentralized 

deployment to centralized deployment in DATE CENTER 

for unified management and monitoring, it can realize 

quicker response to business, more efficient coordination 

and more reliable service for State Grid Company, also it 

is an important component of Smart Grid construction. 

In this paper, according to the practical situation of 

Shanghai Municipal Electric Power Company DATA 

CENTER (DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER), the 

principal of information security protection was studied, 

the future requirements of information security protection 

were prospected as well. 

INTRODUCTION 

Along with tight combination of information technology 

(IT) and power system, data reliability and business 

continuity of information system becomes more and more 

important for power grid enterprises. By setting up 

DATA CENTER (DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER) 

in power grid enterprises, gradually changing deployment 

of information system from decentralized deployment to 

centralized deployment in DATE CENTER for unified 

management and monitoring, it can realize quicker 

response to business, more efficient coordination and 

more reliable service for State Grid Company, also it is 

an important component of Smart Grid construction. 
Now, information systems, including marketing system, 
portal system, ERP(Enterprise Resource Planning) 
system, OA(Office Automation) system etc, of 15 
provinces power company were deployed in Shanghai 
Municipal Electric Power Company DATA CENTER 
(DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER). The development 
trend of newly-built information systems in State Grid 
Company was centralized deployment in DATA 
CENTER (DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER), 
therefore it made information security issues crucial. In 
this paper, according to the practical situation of 
Shanghai Municipal Electric Power Company DATA 
CENTER (DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER), the 
principal of information security protection was studied, 
and the requirements of information security protection 
were described as follows. 

THE CURRENT PRINCIPAL OF 

INFORMATION SECURITY PROTECTION 

In order to ensure daily stable operation in Shanghai 

Municipal Electric Power Company DATA CENTER 

(DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER), the current 

principal of information security protection was followed 

by 4 points as below. 

Stable network system architecture design 

Network system architecture design was conformed to 

the standards of openness, extensibility, stability, 

flexibility and compatibility with existing technology to 

ensure information system infrastructure stable. The 

network system architecture of Shanghai Municipal 

Electric Power Company DATA CENTER (DISASTER 

RECOVERY CENTER) was three-layer structure, that 

was, core layer, converge layer, access layer. All 

information systems were deployed and accessed in such 

way. It made structure of information systems logically 

clear and extended easily, also the clear boundary of each 

system made it beneficial to implement information 

security protection. The network system structure of 

Shanghai Municipal Electric Power Company DATA 

CENTER (DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER) was 

shown in fig1. 
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Fig1. schematic diagram of network structure of 

Shanghai Municipal Electric Power Company DATA 

CENTER (DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER) 

Information system classification 

Now, according to the importance of different 

information system, each information system was 

distinguished for a certain security level, for example 

level 2 (OA, portal system), level 3 (ERP, marketing 

system). Different physical areas and logical areas were 
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separated to deploy systems based on security level. 

Furthermore, different security protection strategies were 

implemented in systems of different security levels. In 

Shanghai Municipal Electric Power Company DATA 

CENTER (DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER), each 

level 3 information system was set as a single domain, all 

level 2 information systems were set as a domain, and 

firewalls were deployed as domain boundary, shown in 

fig1. 

Information security equipments deployment 

Besides firewalls, information security system was 

deployed in network, including patch distribution server, 

antivirus server, IDS(Intrusion Detection Systems), 

IPS(Intrusion Prevention Systems), vulnerability scanner, 

flow cleaning equipment etc, to resist external attack, 

prevent malicious system penetration and protect key 

business system date from imitation, juggle and stolen, 

shown in fig1. 

Security access management 

All devices that access to information system in DATA 

CENTER (DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER) were 

forced to be supervised. Access control system and 

operation audit system were applied for security 

reinforcement of terminals, access authentication to 

ensure reasonable user access and block non-authorized 

user access. All users’ operations could be monitored and 

reviewed by operation audit system during and after 

operation time. 

FUTURE REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 

With the rapid development of information technology, 

the now used principal of information security protection 

may face challenge in the future. Based on three years 

practical operation experiences, the future requirements 

of information security protection were prospected as 

follows. 

Virtualization technology 

Application of virtualization technology should be 

considered within information security protection 

because Cloud technology becomes more and more 

wildly applied in electric power enterprises. When N 

physical hosts virtualized to M virtual hosts, besides 

security protection between physical hosts, security 

protection between virtual hosts and security protection 

between physical host and virtual host was equally 

important. Moreover, the concept of virtual router 

proposed by CISCO, HUAWEI and other company, a 

single physical router can be virtualized to take the 

function of all three-layer (core router, converge switch, 

access switch). The boundary of system turned to boards 

or ports instead of equipment itself. Thus, more precise 

security protection strategy was required. 

Flow management and Capacity management 

With the increase of application system deployment, 

consumption of storage space and network bandwidth 

was increasing highly. Concurrent links of NTP or DNS 

requests in short time could cause network congestion 

while 100,000 clients online. Thus, effective network 

security control strategy and emergency plan should be 

made. Meanwhile, construction of 10G OTN transport 

network instead of SDH transport network was in 

progress. As for capacity management, different backup 

strategies were made according to the characteristics of 

information system, such as database replication 

technology, storage replication technology. 

Improving ability against cyber-attack 

It’s necessary to improve the efficiency of monitoring 

and the ability against cyber-attack to face the global 

information security challenges and prevent information 

security incident happen, such as “PRISM event”. Now, 

domestic equipments were gradually used in Shanghai 

Municipal Electric Power Company DATA CENTER 

(DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER) instead of well-

known foreign equipments like IBM, CISCO etc. New 

information system development based on domestic 

Kylin OS instead of Window OS was also studied in 

progress. 

 CONCLUSION 

Although no severe information security incidents 

happened in past 3 years, the principle and requirements 

of information security protection should always be 

studied and improved to make DATA CENTER 

(DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER) be an important 

information support for Smart Grid construction. 
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